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 Only UK patented composite platform edging coper in the UK

 Only composite platform edging coper to pass all Network Rail 
Standards

 Single unit construction that requires a single mortar bed

 Less installation man hours and less possessions

 Lower trip hazard potential

 Wider selection of product variety and finishes, with platform 
hazard warnings incorporated

 White line factory finished

 Drainage and standing water management built in

 Conforms to conventional or Harp style platform construction

 Requires substantially less maintenance and eliminates 
frost heave

 Exceeds all current Network Rail and industry standards

 Manufactured in all common and some bespoke sizes. 

 The G-Tech unit is installed in a single operation

 The integral unit reduces site preparation and installation times

 The factory finished tactile increases the quality of the finished 
and installed product

 The G-Tech approach to design drastically reduces the risk of 
frost heave during the unit’s lifespan

 In order to lift the copers safely, lifting eyes are casted into the 
coper allowing for a quick, simple and safe method of attaching 
the coper to a chain lifting system.

Platform 
Coper 
Edging 
Technology 
Is Back on 
Track

UK Patent 
GB2490722

Market Leading Technology
G-Tech introduced the first composite coper to the rail industry and has 
continued to develop and innovate the technology to provide a robust, 
flexible product that exceeds the market requirements for platform edging.

This market leading product was developed as a 930, 1220 and 1550 
product – the coper can be installed on conventional or Harp style 
platforms.

More G-Tech composite copers are installed to date than any other 
composite coper in the rail sector.

UK Patent GB2490722

Before After

Quality Built In
At G-Tech we take Quality Control very seriously, our products are tested 
to meet Network Rail standards on a continual basis. We apply two tests 
to each unit with a visual inspection up front on every coper. No units ever 
leave the factory if they fail the inspection or if the given batch size fails 
on the random selection tests. During the testing procedure every coper 
is visually inspected before two further tests required for slip resistance 
are then completed, based on 10% of the total batch prior to delivery. We 
operate a product tracking system whereby every individual coper can 
be traced back throughout the full manufacture history.  Our aim is to 
continually produce and attempt to improve a solid reliable product. 

Flexibility, quality, safety,
an attractive, stable
and long lasting
alternative to
conventional
coper systems

Furthermore no liability is accepted if use of any product in accordance with these data or suggestions infringes any patent. 
Keyline Rail reserve the right to change product specifications without further notification.

The information in this brochure is to the best of our knowledge true and accurate, but all recommendations or suggestions are made without guarantee. 
Since the conditions of use are beyond their control, Keyline disclaim any liability for loss or damage suffered from the use of these data or suggestions. 

Composite Dual Coper
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Platform copings are generally laid on sand/cement mortar to suit. A 16mm diameter dowel bar should be installed 
where necessary.

Network Rail Approved Light /
Standard Rail Copings

A B C

930 100 760

1160 100 760

1219 100 914

LUL Approved 
Platform Nosing

PC10 600 x 610 x 65

PC20 910 x 680 x 90

PC30 910 x 685 x 90

Combined Tactile Platform Nosing

1000 x 600 x 65

Copers

Combined Tactile Platform Nosing

LUL Nosing

Platform Copings Oversail Blocks

Features:

 Three standard 
railway platform 
copings are 
available in sizes 
as detailed

 Available with 
white or yellow 
front edge 
markings for 
visual warning.   

Features:

 The profile of the 
platform edge 
warning paving 
surface consists of 
offset rows of flat 
topped domes

 The blisters and 
colour provide a 
warning for the 
visually impaired

 Available in Grey, 
Buff and Charcoal.   

 We can also supply bespoke sizes and trestle slabs

 Acid etched or sand blasted finishes available.   

Platform Edge Warning Paving 

Ceramic Tactiles

Platform edge warning paving is generally laid on a minimum 50mm thickness mortar bed.  
It is recommended that all joints between copings and edge warning paving should be no less than 10mm in width and are joined with 
Thioflex 600.

560mm

150mm

80mm

44mm

125mm

220mm

220mm

TBANT4040

Anthracite Tactile Blister  
400 x 400 x 12.5mm

TBSND4040

Sand Tactile Blister 
400 x 400 x 12.5mm

TCANT4040

Anthracite Tactile Corduroy 
400 x 400 x 12.5mm

TCSND4040

Sand Tactile Corduroy 400 x 
400 x 12.5mm

To complement our existing safety floor  
tile range, we offer 400 x 400 x 12.5mm 
tactile surfaces in Blister and Corduroy 
profiles, which conform to British and 
European standards and meet the 
requirements of the Joint Mobility Unit of 
the RNIB, DETR and the CAE.

The fully vitrified porcelain floor tiles contain  
aggregate throughout the tile body, making 
them exceptionally hard wearing with 
sustainable qualities to meet the most 
demanding external weather conditions and 
installations.

Features:

 Oversail blocks are solid and 
shaped to the platform edge

 Available as semi-dry blocks and 
as wet cast.   

Features:

 Excellent choice for very heavy 
traffic areas such as public transport 
environments

 12.5mm thick tiles

 Available in 2 contrasting colours 
Anthractite 8LRV and Sand 41LRV

 Offer exceptional performance  
and safety standards

 Fully vitrified with aggregate 
throughout, offering exceptional  
wear and sustainable qualities

 Dorset Woolliscroft the UK’s  
leading brand offering “The Safest 
Choice in Floor Tiles” for all railway 
and public transport environments.

Tactiles are designed to warn the visually impaired of the following hazards:

 The Blister profile indicates the edge of all off-street platforms

 The Corduroy profile indicates the presence of specific hazards and signals ‘proceed 
with caution’.
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Crosswall

Prestressed Concrete Hollowcore Planks and 
Reinforced Concrete Crosswalls

Crosswalls

Features:

 Reduces further the need for wet 
trades onsite

 Replaces traditional masonry 
crosswall, combining this with the 
cantilever beam in one precast unit

 Considerable time saving against 
traditional methods

 Typically 440 x 1000 x 3000mm 
however various sizes can be 
accommodated

 FP McCann can provide form B 
design services if required. 

Platform construction advantages

 Can be generally constructed with 
lower track possession time

 Reasonably flexible in catering for 
different platform widths with 
constant section

 Allows choice of surfacing

 Heavy platform loading can be 
catered for in the design

 Services can be catered for with 
accessibleducts running through the 
crosswalls. 

Platform construction disadvantages

 Difficult to cater for vertical and 
horizontal curvature due both to 
chord effect and also varying plank 
length requirements

 Difficult to cater for platforms which 
vary along their length

 Platform level not easy to adjust once 
foundations have been laid, with 
track levels needing to be agreed 
prior to this

 Difficult to cater for increased loads 
after construction.

railway

With extensive experience in modular precast 
platforms, including high profile projects at 
Blackfriars and London Bridge, FP McCann have 
been able to demonstrate the benefits to a 
scheme of utilising a precast modular system in 
place of more traditional construction methods.

FP McCann Modular Platforms have the 
versatility  to be adopted on almost all 
platform schemes, with a number of standard 

components which can be selected from to 
provide solutions to scenarios such as: large 
width platform, curved platforms, derailment 
loadings and Island platforms.

FP McCann offer a full design service, and are 
able to develop solutions for any platform 
construction project. Due to the flexibility in 
manufacture cast in items to aid construction 
on site can be accommodated, for example cast 

in channel to hang services, fixing sockets for 
lighting columns and platform signs.

FP McCann platforms can be provided with 
a finished surface to meet the required slip 
resistance, and can be delivered with the platform 
coper and/or tactile paving factory fitted.

FP McCann have developed an adaptable modular precast platform system, which 
has the flexibility to be suitable for most platform construction projects.

Modular Precast Platform Solutions

Modular reinforced concrete platform

Semi-modular reinforced concrete crosswalls and slabs

Removing the need for hollowcore planks 
gives a level surface without the need for 
a levelling screed. A semi-modular precast 
system further reduces the need for 
onsite wet trades and allows flexibility in 
its design. Precast slabs allow for greater 
coverage per unit, making them more 
economical.

Semi-modular precast reinforced concrete front/rear walls and slabs

A semi-modular precast system with 
front wall construction allows ample 
access for services and crawl space. 
Apertures can be formed in the front to 
also allow access trackside.

FP McCann’s fully modular precast 
reinforced concrete platforms are the 
latest innovation in platform construction 
in the UK. A one piece unit allows up to 
50m of platform construction per night 
time possession, which can take up to 
three weeks in traditional build.

railway
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Modular Precast Platform Solutions

Features:

 Modular design reduces installation 
time and minimises wet trades

 Allows for flexibility in design and 
manufacture for individual unit 
variance

 Provides crawl space and service 
access for current and future 
requirements

 Provides facilities and access for 
complicated service provisions

 Allows damp proofing. 

Platform construction advantages

 Speed of construction is faster than 
traditional design

 Less possession time required 

 Piled foundations suitable for poor 
ground conditions or embankments. 

Platform construction disadvantages

 Initial cost may be higher than 
traditional designs, although whole 
life costs are likely to be much 
cheaper

 Requires lifting plant for unit 
placement 

 Heavy units may be unsuitable in 
poor ground conditions or 
embankments.

Table and Kicker Units

Table units are best utilised where a 
platform has a consistent width, with 
little to no curvature.  Table units are 
used alongside a kicker unit and are 
suitable for both non impact and impact 
scenarios.  They can also be used back 
to back as an island platform, with the 
option of an infill slab between them to 
achieve larger width platforms.

Front/Rear Wall and Slab

Replacing a traditional front wall 
construction, this system is best suited to 
straight platforms with a large width. This 
system can be also be used where impact 
loading is required and accommodate 
platform widths of up to 6m and above.

Crosswall and Slabs

Replacing the traditional crosswall 
construction with precast units, this 
method of construction is flexible to  
accommodate curved platforms, and also 
large width platforms. Walls can be used 
‘end to end’ for island platforms and 
slabs can be provided for large spans of 
6m and above.

railway

Platform slabs

Features:

 For use on its own or with 
FP McCann’s platform crosswalls 
to create a semi modular precast 
platform system

 Allows a greater square metre 
coverage per unit reducing 
installation time and making them 
more economical

 Does not require levelling screed

 Greater flexibility in unit design.

Semi-modular Reinforced Concrete Crosswall 
and Platform Slabs

Crosswall and Slabs

railway
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Platform slabs

Features:

 Modular design reduces installation 
time and minimises wet trades

 Allows for flexibility in design and 
manufacture for individual unit 
variance

 Provides crawl space and service 
access for current and future 
requirements

 Provides facilities and access for 
complicated service provisions

 Allows damp proofing.

Semi-modular Reinforced Concrete Front Wall 
and Platform Slabs

FP McCann Platform Slabs
Allows greater square metre coverage than traditional construction methods.

Front/Rear Wall and Slab

FP McCann Platform Slab FP McCann Platform Front Walls

railway

Modular Precast Platform Solutions
With increased demand for new and extended railway platforms, Keyline Rail provide a 
revolutionary modular precast platform solution whereby the majority of the construction works 
can be carried out offsite.

Features:

 Fully modular precast unit

 Available in a large range of sizes and 
configurations

 Greatly reduces, and in many cases 
eliminates, wet trades

 Dramatically increases speed of 
construction, with foundations being 
constructed in green zone working 
and units being positioned quickly. 

Table and Kicker Unit

railway
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Keyline Rail provides a number of construction solutions for new build platforms and platform 
extensions. These range from the very traditional approach, through to the latest innovations in 
modular design. Every station can provide a different set of challenges and FP McCann has the 
right solution to answer these challenges.

Platform Extensions and New Platforms

Precast reinforced concrete retaining wall

The traditional platform construction 
can be replacedwith an FP McCann 
precast platform retaining wall. This can 
be combined with FP McCann’s oversail 
blocks to provide an offsite solution to 
the traditional construction method.

Prestressed hollowcore planks and reinforced concrete beams

The use of hollowcore widespan flooring 
planks reduces labour and time onsite, 
while providing a cost effective working 
platform.

Prestressed hollowcore planks and reinforced concrete crosswalls

Removing the need for masonry work, a 
precast crosswall can be combined with 
hollowcore planks to provide a more 
efficient construction system that can be 
installed with greater speed.

railway

Retaining Front Wall Block

Retaining front walls

Features:

 Most commonly 1000mm high, but 
available in a range of sizes

 Can be combined with FP McCann 
oversail blocks to provide 
replacement for traditional masonry 
front wall.

Platform construction advantages

 Economical when building alongside 
track with no running rails

 Flexible construction where platform 
width varies along length or on 
curved platforms

 Effective at base of cutting where 
only one wall is required

 Platform level can be adjusted

 Presents a clean elevation free from 
litter traps

 Lamposts and station buildings can 
be readily accommodated. Can cater 
for platform loading even if increased 
at a later date.

Platform construction disadvantages

 Slow to construct

 Requires track possession during 
construction of foundation and 
installation of front walls

 Can cater for services but with limited 
access for maintenance.

Precast Reinforced Concrete Retaining 
Front Walls railway



Cubis AX-S™
Recessed Covers
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Cantilever Beam

 Hollowcore Planks

Prestressed Concrete Hollowcore Planks and 
Reinforced Concrete Beam

Hollowcore planks

Features:

 Manufactured with a series of voids 
to reduce weight. Comes in standard 
widths of 1200mm or 600mm

 Depths vary depending on the span 
required

 Common depths include 150mm 
deep for spans up to 6000mm and 
200mm deep used in spans up to 
7500mm. 

Cantilever beams

Features:

 Allow overhang from masonry wall to 
ensure maximum amount of green 
zone working during construction

 Typically 440 x 210 x 3000mm, but 
varying lengths can be 
accommodated. 

Platform construction advantages

 Can be generally constructed with 
lower track possession time

 Reasonably flexible in catering for 
different platform widths with 
constant section

 Allows choice of surfacing

 Heavy platform loading can be 
catered for in the design

 Services can be catered for with 
accessible ducts running through the 
cross walls. 

Platform construction disadvantages

 Difficult to cater for vertical and 
horizontal curvature due both to 
chord effect and also varying plank 
length requirements

 Difficult to cater for platforms which 
vary along their length

 Platform level not easy to adjust once 
foundations have been laid, with 
track levels needing to be agreed 
prior to this

 Difficult to cater for increased loads 
after construction.

railway

High quality access covers for preserving the appearance of landscaped areas

CUBIS Industries is the manufacturer of AX-S™ Recessed Covers for covering openings in landscaped areas.

The AX-S™ range has developed a reputation in the construction industry for being high-quality, safe to use, value for money and secure when installed.

Frames are available in three different depths to accomodate different infill materials and application areas and a wide range of standard clear opening 
sizes are available. CUBIS also has the ability to produce any bespoke size.

At a glance:

 Slide-out design means that filled 
covers can be safely lifted by one person

 Kitemarked for quality

 Can be securely locked

 Various depths available

 Bespoke sizes

 Manufactured from high  
quality materials

 Galvanised for long life

 Bespoke badging available.

Internal Clear Opening

Length (mm) Width (mm) Depth (mm) Weight (kg) Composite Cover

450 300 155 4.36kg

450 450 155 4.31kg

600 450 155 5.25kg

600 600 155 5.67kg

900 900 155 7.28kg

900 600 155 8.66kg

STAKKAbox™ modula access chambers are commonly used on station platforms to provide access to services. 

Modula access chambers are fast to install, possess excellent strength qualities (up to 40 tonnes vertical load) and 
all parts are less than 25kg, making it suitable for a single person to install.

MODULA consists of sectional, preformed rings that are available in a wide range of sizes. The most typically 
requested are shown below. 

Please enquire for additional sizes

Cubis Modula Access Chambers and 
Composite Access Covers 
Access chambers for lighting, power and other applications



Cast Iron Soil, Drain Systems and Floor Drains
LUL APPROVED  
Ensign

Timesaver BS416 / BS437

MULTIductTM

for UTX/URX Systems

Network Rail approved – 
PA05/00635
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The Ensign cast iron above and below ground drainage system is the only cast iron system with BS Kitemark approval as well 
as BBA certification 95/3125.

Available in a range of diameters between 50 and 600mm this range of cast iron pipes and fittings are 
assembled with ductile iron mechanical couplings as well as ductile iron support brackets. Several options 
for access fittings and connections for waste pipes are available.

Ensign is ideally suited for soil, vent and waste stacks with the added EEZI-FIT push-fit solution, as well as internal 
rainwater and suspended drainage systems.

Strong, fire resistant and the quietest solution, cast iron is also made from 97% recycled material and is virtually 
100% recyclable at the end of its long life.

The Timesaver soil range contains Heritage style push-fit couplings that turns a mechanical pipe system 
into a system with a traditional socket appearance of yesteryear, as depicted in t BS 416 Part 1.

Its primer black coating makes it easy to overpaint for external soil stacks, and is the perfect solution for listed 
buildings and those situated in areas of conservation. Pipes are available in 3m lengths or in the traditional 
1.8m (6ft) length, in 75 and 100mm diameter and by using the Timesaver Heritage couplings, waste is minimised 
and installation time, compared to the old socket/spigot caulking method, is significantly reduced.

Strength 
Timesaver is recognised as the strongest of all the drainage systems in any material, in particular for below ground applications. The substantial 
section thickness of BS 437, makes it the first choice for under building drainage, especially on commercial buildings where fit and forget is a high 
priority and provides peace of mind.

Applications:

 Under track crossings

 Under road crossings

 Buried cable routes

 Linear routes

 Bridge crossing

 Tunnels

 Station renewals. FOR MORE 
INFO SEE PAGE 

19 IN THE
PERMANENT WAY

SECTION

Tactile Anti-Slip System (TASS)
This system requires no drilling for installation and will permanently bond to most surfaces.
The anti-slip inserts are available in any RAL colour as well as metallic and luminous for safety areas.

Bumpetz 
Modern stainless steel corduroy trims with colour contrasting antislip resin 
insert to provide an EA2010 compliant hazard warning strip for stairs and 
ramps. Approved for use on overground and underground stations under 
LU 1-085 regulation and endorsed for use by Network Rail. Fixes directly 
to existing substrates to provide an instant hazard warning, eliminating 
landfill/asbestos issues and reduces installation time. Can be fitted on site 
for refurbishment projects or fitted off site on new works.

Bumpeez 
Modern stainless steel tactile studs with colour contrasting antislip resin 
insert to provide an EA2010 compliant tactile on platform edges. Approved 
for use on overground and underground stations under LU 1-085 
regulation and endorsed for use by Network Rail. Eliminates all landfill /
asbestos issues and reduces installation time and costs. Bumpeez can be 
applied direct to the surface using a guaranteed adhesive, or supplied as 
standard drill option. Fitted on site for refurbishment works or fitted  
off site on new works if required.

A uniquely manufactured 
acrylic tile designed for use on 
underground and undercover 
railway platforms complies with 
the rigorous requirements laid 
down by London Underground 
for surface spread of flame, 
toxicity and smoke density.

These tiles come with an ultra rapid 
set acrylic adhesive which gives the 
benefit of reduced platform closure 
time. This type of system is solvent 
free, non-slumping and adheres to 
most standard surfaces including 
concrete, asphalt and steel.

Adhesive Tactile Platform Hazard Warning Paving

Benefits:

 Used on underground 
stations

 Extremely robust hard 
wearing tile

 No sound or dust 
pollution

 Adheres to all standard 
surfaces

 High anti-skid resistance

 Aesthetically pleasing

 Adhesion only 
application (no heavy 
duty plant required)

 Tiles do not crack  
like concrete

 Permanent flexibility  
of tile

 Easy to cut and fit

 Outperforms concrete 
7 times in wear testing. 

Applications:

 Railway Platforms

 Car Parks

 Stairs and Escalators

 Ramps

 Entrance Doors. 
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